Abstract-This paper addresses a collaborative retrieval problem, the recommendation of job ads to applicants. Specifically, two proprietary databases are considered. The first one focuses on the context of unskilled low-paid jobs/applicants; the second one focuses on highly qualified jobs/applicants. Each database includes the job ads and applicant resumes together with the collaborative filtering data recording the applicant clicks on job ads.
I. INTRODUCTION
As many economic sectors have been impacted by data science, ranging from commerce to tourism and from travel to education, a question is whether and how the field of employment can also benefit from the conjunction of extensive data resources and machine learning algorithms. This paper focuses on the frictional unemployment phenomenon, manifested as significant numbers of job positions are unfilled, although there exist a significant number of unemployed people who are qualified for these jobs [1] . Frictional unemployment is tentatively explained from the cost and asymmetry of information for recruiters and applicants. The information issue at the root of frictional unemployment is tackled in this paper, aimed to automatically match job ads and resumes.
Several approaches have been proposed to facilitate the recruitment task, using diverse types of data to describe applicants: curriculum vitae [2] , track record of past jobs [3] and/or profiles in social networks [4] . However, such resources might be poorly informative for those who need them the most. Unemployment is known to mainly affect T. Schmitt' both categories of unskilled people, and young people. In the category of unskilled young people, the unemployment rate is close to 40% (as of France in 2015). Yet, these people have a resume with moderately informative content, neither including any information about academic degrees or diplomas, nor on past jobs and track records. A job/applicant matcher, or JAM in the following, thus finds little signal in these resumes. When considering young highly skilled people, a JAM faces another kind of difficulty: an applicant might describe her expertise using rare words (e.g. the title of her PhD) whereas a job advertisement might describe the sought skills using an entirely different vocabulary 1 . Domain resources such as fieldbased ontologies can be used to enrich the documents and facilitate their matching, though they face some limitations due to the rapid pace of change in science and technology, and the emergence of new jobs.
This paper aims to learn a JAM, automatically recommending job ads to applicants. While the recommendation of job ads to applicants and the recommendation of resumes to recruiters are formally equivalent problems, both problems are different in practice and only the former recommendation problem is considered in the remainder of the paper. A specificity of the study is to consider two large-size proprietary databases. The first database concerns low-paid jobs and unskilled people. Indeed the low-paid job sector is less profitable than the highpaid job sector, and has been underlooked in the literature [2] , [5] , [6] ; it also presents specific difficulties due to the low signal-to-noise in the resumes. The second dataset considers PhD-level resumes and industrial job ads targeted at PhDs. Each database includes the resume and job ad corpora, augmented with the collaborative filtering matrix reporting applicant clicks on job ads.
Two scientific questions are investigated in this paper. The first question is whether the relevance of a job ad to an applicant can only be determined from the (hidden) preferences of the applicant − in other words, whether job/resume matching is a pure collaborative filtering task [7] , [8] . A second possibility will be investigated, suggesting that job/resume matching should rather be viewed as a machine translation task: despite their different formulations, the job ads relevant to an applicant are said to be consistent if one can learn a metric on the job ad space accounting for the collaborative filtering matrix. The main contribution presented in this paper is a JAM system called LAJAM for Language Model-based JAM, that learns an ad hoc continuous language model on the top of the job ad space. This continuous language model, implemented as a neural net and trained to comply with the collaborative filtering matrix, brings some answers to the above questions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews and discusses related work, considering the main three aspects relevant to the JAM problem: natural language processing, recommendation systems and metric learning. Section III describes the considered proprietary databases, the experiments conducted to assess their quality and the difficulty of the matching problem. Section IV presents a detailed overview of the proposed LAJAM system. Section V describes the experimental setting used to validate the approach. Section VI reports on LAJAM experimental results comparatively to stateof-art approaches [8] . The paper concludes with a discussion and some perspectives for further research.
II. RELATED WORK
The field of automatic job/applicant matching (JAM) is hindered by the lack of extensive public resources, able to foster algorithm design and assessment on a grand scale, as was done for the field of computer vision by, e.g., the ImageNet dataset [9] . This lack of publicly available data resources is explained from the privacy requirements, and the difficulty of resume anonymization. To our best knowledge, the only large scale public JAM databases were proposed in the frame of the RecSys 2016 and RecSys 2017 challenges. The RecSys 2016 (respectively 2017) database includes over 1 million job ads (resp. 1.3 million), 780,000 resumes (resp. 1.4 million), and their interactions available for circa .01% of the resume/job pairs (resp. .001%) [6] . The anonymization was enforced through encoding resumes and job ads using 90,000 binary features (replacing raw text by IDs), besides perturbing the data by adding and removing clicks.
Early related work was rooted on Natural Language Processing (NLP), considering manually designed features [2] or bag-of-words representation [5] , possibly enriched using domain resources such as job ontologies. On top of these representations, a similarity was designed or learned to estimate the relevance of a resume w.r.t. a job ad, possibly taking into account the resume structure through weighted similarities on the resume subparts [5] .
The JAM problem features specific characteristics compared to "pure" NLP problems such as Information Retrieval (IR) [10] and Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) [11] . Indeed, a JAM could learn whether a resume is "relevant" to a job query, or whether the skills required by a job can be "entailed" by a resume; however, the resume and the job ad are of similar size, whereas a document is usually much more detailed than a query in IR (resp., than a statement in RTE). Another difference is that the notion of relevance or entailment could in principle be logically inferred. Quite the contrary, the match between a user and a recruiter depends on hidden information (e.g. the applicant's and recruiter's positive or negative biases). In other words, what people do (clicking on job ads or resumes) can hardly be logically inferred from what they say (the contents of the resumes and job ads).
The potential importance of individual preferences suggests that a JAM can better be handled in terms of recommendation and collaborative filtering [7] . Recommender systems come in three modes: The most usual mode, referred to as warm-start recommendation and illustrated by the Netflix challenge [12] , aims to recommend known items to known users. Note that the warm-start recommendation mode is hardly relevant to the JAM context, as an item (job ad) is no longer available after the position has been fulfilled. The full-cold start recommendation mode aims to recommend new items to new users; this mode is the most usual one in the JAM context, where new applicants are looking for newly opened positions. Finally, the semi-cold start recommendation mode aims to recommend new items to known users. This mode is relevant to the JAM context in the case of the temporary work sector, where applicants interact with the hiring agency on a regular basis and the current recommendations exploit the past interactions.
Full-and semi-cold start recommendation 2 are made possible by the side information describing the users and the items. In the JAM context, a job position (respectively an applicant) is associated with a job ad (resp., a resume) usually augmented with a job posting date and geolocation. The JAM problem thus defines a collaborative retrieval task [14] .
As far as JAM tackles (semi)-cold start recommendation, approaches relying exclusively on the collaborative filtering matrix, e.g. based on matrix factorization [7] , [14] , on restricted Boltzman machines [15] , or learning a continuous embedding of the items [13] are not applicable. Some intermediate representation capturing both the collaborative filtering information and the user/item description must thus be defined. In early approaches [16] , [2] , manually designed text features are used to recode the collaborative filtering matrix, defining the probability of a resume to be clicked upon by a recruiter, conditionally to the presence of such features in respectively the resume and the job ad. This more general representation of the collaborative filtering matrix thus allows one to both take into account the textual content-based features, and address the cold-start recommendation problem.
Overall, JAM systems involve two issues: finding representation(s) for resumes and/or job ads, and a distance on top of these representations, amenable to predict whether a (resume, job ad) pair is well-suited to each other. Related works along these directions build upon the continuous language modelling, mapping words [17] , [18] , sentences or documents [19] onto vectors. A distance between documents follows from the NLP embedding into a Euclidean space, or can be defined using Word Movers Distance [20] . Such continuous embeddings can thus be used for (semi) cold start recommendation [21] . Another possibility builds upon supervised learning and ranking [22] , [23] , where the metric on the Euclidean space is optimized to maximize a classification or ranking criterion. Notably, Siamese neural networks [24] , [25] optimize the input embedding in a continuous space w.r.t. the associated metric [26] , [27] . Such approaches have been used to achieve job title normalization and classification [28] or learning sentence similarity [29] . In Information Retrieval, Deep Structured Semantic Mode (DSSM) optimizes the similarity in the latent space according to clickthrough data [30] (see also [31] ). Multi-view DNN [32] further extends DSSM to non-Siamese architectures, where different types of information involved in the query/documents are associated with different embeddings.
A related approach is that of collaborative topic regression (CTR) [8] . For the sake of self-containedness, CTR is briefly described as it will be used as baseline method in the experiments (Section VI). The motivating application concerns the recommendation of scientific articles in an online scientific community framework; the collaborative filtering matrix indicates whether a user's library contains a given article. CTR combines ideas from collaborative filtering based on latent factor models, and content analysis based on probabilistic topic modelling and specifically Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [33] . Each LDA topic (e.g., "artificial intelligence") is characterized as a distribution on the vocabulary space. The j-th article is associated a latent description θ j , with θ j [k] the percentage of the k-th topic in the article (e.g., a given article might be described as 70% "artificial intelligence", 20% "high performance computing" and 10% "application"). Eventually, latent descriptions u i of the user and θ j + j of the article are optimized 3 , such that u i , θ j + j best fits the collaborative
with λ u and λ v respectively the weights of the regularization terms preventing CTR from overfitting the data, c i,j = 1 if M i,j = 1 (the j-th document is in the i-th user's library), and .01 otherwise.
III. EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
This section describes the two anonymized large-scale and proprietary databases considered in this study, kindly provided by Web hiring agency Qapa 4 and non-profit organization ABG 5 .
A. Data
The Qapa database, focused on low-paid temporary jobs and unskilled applicants, gathers 5 million resumes, 4 million job ads and circa 11 million interactions over Jan. 2012-July 2015. An applicant is not required to provide a resume as they often do not have any. An applicant might access the Qapa platform using her mobile phone and writing a few (possibly colloquial) sentences; her description will also be enriched from her clicks on the job ads. The ABG database, focused on PhD applicants and job ads for PhDs in industry, gathers 10,000 job ads, 14,000 resumes and 68,000 clicks, recorded over the 2010-2015 period. To a job ad (resp. a resume) are usually attached a date and a city converted in geolocation (respectively, a date; the applicant geolocation is not available due to privacy constraints). Besides the job ad and resume corpora, each database involves the collaborative filtering matrix M, with M i,j = 1 iff the i-th applicant clicked on the j-th job ad). Job ads and resumes are written in French, except for the ABG database where circa 30% of the job ads are in English (Table  I) . As shown on Fig. 1 , job ads and resumes do not follow the same word distributions, neither for the unqualified job sector ( Fig. 1 top left) nor for the qualified one (top right). This distribution gap explains why a direct matching between job ads and resumes does not yield good results (as shown by complementary experiments, omitted for brevity). Likewise, qualified vs unqualified resumes (respectively, job ads) follow different word distribution as shown in Fig. 1 bottom left (resp. bottom right).
The Qapa platform was drastically extended in April 2015, using another 2,000 skill features from the official French job ontology; applicants and recruiters can and do use these features to enrich their job ads or resumes. In the following, the excerpt of the Qapa database recorded over 2015 MayJuly (56,000 job ads and 31,000 resumes) is considered. An excerpt of the ABG data is considered, retaining job ads and resumes such that each applicant has clicked on at least two job ads and each job ad has been clicked upon by at least two applicants (10, 
B. NLP Representations and Metrics
The primary representation of job ads and resumes is that of bags of words (using tf-idf to limit the impact of common words). Linear or non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques have been used to map job ads and resumes onto IR D : Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, with D = 200 singular vectors) [34] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, with D = 200 topics) [33] , or sentence2vec [19] . The collaborative representation of the j-th job ad is the set of applicants clicking on Top left: word is located at position x, y with x (resp. y) being the word frequency in Qapa jobs (resp. resumes). Top right: in ABG. Bottom left (resp. right): word frequency in Qapa resumes vs ABG resumes (resp. in Qapa jobs vs ABG jobs). The color indicates the distribution density (the redder, the more dense).
this job ad, noted M ·,j . The similarity used together with the primary (respectively, reduced or collaborative) representation is the cosine similarity:
C. Quality of the collaborative filtering matrix M
Let m (respectively n) denote the number of users or applicants (resp. the number of items or job ads). The quality of the m × n collaborative filtering matrix M is assessed as follows. A lesioned matrix is defined by selecting 10% (i, j) pairs such that M i,j = 1 and setting them to 0 (removing at most 1 item per user). Mainstream recommendation approaches (see e.g. [35] ) are used to re-estimate all M i,j such that M i,j = 0, with
For content item-based recommendation, sim(j, k) stands for the cosine similarity among the initial or reduced representations of the j-th and k-th items. Only the reduced LSA representation is considered in this section (the other representations bring no improvement upon LSA); the associated recommendation will be referred to as LSA-based recommendation and denoted LSA-bl in the following. 
D. Assessment of the databases
The quality of a database is estimated from the recall@T performance indicator, defined per user as the fraction of removed clicks ranked in the top-T M i,j values, averaged over 10 runs. The performance indicators are measured for the LSA-based (with dimension 600) and M-based recommendation approaches.
As displayed in Fig. 2 , for 52% of Qapa (resp. 44% of ABG) applicants, the relevant recommendations appear in the top-200 (out of 56,000 job ads for Qapa and 14,000 for ABG); this ranking is considered to be acceptable by the Qapa and ABG experts. For a significant fraction of the applicants however, the first relevant recommendation is ranked below the top 10,000, being thus useless in a real-world setting. For both databases, the M-based (item-based) similarity is more effective than the LSA one; a tentative interpretation is that the similarity of any two job ads is better captured from the applicant behaviors, than from the actual wording of the job ad (even after the dimensionality reduction achieved by LSA). Surprisingly, a small world structure is observed on the job ads: defining two job ads to be adjacent if they have been clicked upon by a same applicant, it appears that any two Qapa (resp. ABG) job ads are at most 6-step (resp. 8-step) distant. We shall return to this remark in Section VII.
IV. OVERVIEW OF LAJAM
This section presents the proposed Language Model-based JAM (LAJAM) system, focusing on the semi-cold start problem of recommending brand new job ads to a known user. As said, this approach is suited to the temporary work sector, of prime importance in today's labor market 6 . Overall, LAJAM proceeds by i) learning a mapping from the job ad space onto IR d , such that this mapping reflects the job similarity derived from matrix M; ii) using this mapping together with M to rank the job ads for each applicant.
A. Continuous language model for job ads
Letting (j, k) be a pair of job ads, boolean similarity sim M (j, k) is set to 1 iff the j-th and k-th job ads have been clicked upon by at least one same applicant, and 0 otherwise 7 :
The language model φ, represented by a parameter vector W ∈ IR L , maps the initial or reduced description spaces (tfidf, LSA or LDA) of the job ads onto IR d , such that it induces a similarity noted sim W compliant with the collaborative filtering similarity sim M :
where y j (resp., y k , y ) stands for the initial or reduced representation of the j-th (resp, k-th, -th) job ad, and sim W (y j , y k ) is the cosine of vectors φ(y j ), φ(y k ). Mapping φ is learned using a Siamese neural architecture [24] (Fig. 3) . Taking inspiration from [25] , the elementary loss associated to any (j, k) job ad pair is the sum of two terms (to be minimized):
where A + stands for max(A, 0). The first term in Eq. (3) is meant to maximize the cosine similarity of φ(y j ) and φ(y k ) for similar j and k. The second term is meant to push away the representations φ(y j ) and φ(y k ) of two dissimilar j and k job ads, thus preventing the discovery of trivial (constant) φ embeddings. Overall, φ is trained to minimize the loss defined as:
where j ranges over all job ads and k ranges over a subset V (j) (see below). 
B. Discussion
In principle, the computational cost is quadratic in the number of job ads, hindering the computational tractability of the optimization problem (Eq. 4). The challenge is to both enforce the compliance of sim W w.r.t. sim M , and the computational tractability of the approach. In practice, the dissimilar pairs outnumber the similar pairs by a factor 10 4 (on average, an Qapa applicant clicks on 7.4 job ads; a ABG applicant, on 4.3 job ads). The idea is thus to restrict the number of considered pairs (j, k) by imposing k ∈ V (j), where V (j) includes: i) all k such that sim M (j, k) = 1; and ii) K as many dissimilar job ads (with K a hyper-parameter set to 10 in the experiments), thus aggressively subsampling the dissimilar job ads.
Two subsampling options have been considered. The first one uniformly samples the dissimilar job ads, taking inspiration from negative sampling [17] . A large sized V (j) is however required to be representative of the many dissimilar pairs, adversely affecting the computational cost. In the experiments, the size of V (j) is set to 10 times the number of job ads similar to j. The second option consists of sampling the nearest-miss job ads w.r.t. φ, defined as the dissimilar job ads nearest to j according to the current mapping φ. This option will not be considered in the following: preliminary experiments show that, though it succeeds in pushing away the dissimilar job ads, these are replaced by other dissimilar job ads and the value of the loss only very slowly decreases along the training epochs.
C. LAJAM Recommendation
Eventually, the fit between the (known) i-th user and a new job y is computed by replacing the LSA-or M-based similarity in Eq. (1) by the φ-based similarity:
with y (respectively y j ) the initial or reduced representation of the new job (resp. the j-th job). The recommendations to the i-th user are ordered by decreasing value of F(i, y).
The computational complexity of the recommendation is optimized by limiting the search to the nearest neighbors of the current job ad (with logarithmic complexity in the number n of job ads) taking inspiration from [36] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
This section presents the experimental setting and the performance indicators used to comparatively assess LAJAM.
A. Databases
A JAM approach can best be evaluated on real-world databases. As discussed in Section II however, such databases are not public due to privacy constraints, hindering the reproducibility of the experimental evaluation and the fair assessment of the performances. For this reason, besides the proprietary Qapa and ABG databases (Section III), LAJAM is also evaluated on the public CiteULike database and compared to CTR using same folds and same experimental setting 8 [8] . CiteUlike (Section II) is concerned with two functionalities: warm-start recommendation and semi-cold start recommendation (recommending new articles to known users), referred to as "out-of-matrix" recommendation in [8] . The database includes 16,980 articles using a tf-idf description on a 8,000 words vocabulary. Only article titles and abstracts are considered, including 67 words on average. The collaborative filtering matrix M describes the subset of articles in the individual library of each of the 5,551 platform users. M sparsity is 22.10 −4 (less sparse than Qapa and ABG by an order of magnitude).
B. Goal of experiments and performance indicators
The goal is to assess LAJAM performances in warm-start and semi-cold start mode. The performance indicators are the recall@20 and recall@100 (fraction of removed clicks ranked in the top-20 or top-100 recommendations). On CiteULike in semi-cold start mode, LAJAM is compared to CTR and two baselines: LSA-bl achieves content item-based recommendation (Eq. 1) using an LSA representation with cosine similarity; LDA-bl achieves content item-based recommendation using an LDA representation with dot product similarity.
On the Qapa and ABG databases, LAJAM is evaluated in warm-start and semi-cold start modes, comparatively to LSA-bl and LDA-bl (the latter is omitted for brevity as it is dominated by LSA-bl). In warm-start mode, the performance indicators are averaged on 10 runs, considering each a lesioned collaborative matrix built by randomly removing 10% of the clicks, subject to removing at most 1 click per user. In semicold start mode, the performance indicators are assessed along a standard 10 fold CV procedure (where each fold includes all users and 1/10th of the job ads).
C. Hyper-parameters
LSA-bl and LDA-bl use a 200-dim representation. Two neuronal architectures have been considered for LA-JAM. In all cases, the dimension D of the input is the tfidf dimension (8,000 for CiteULike and 10,000 for Qapa and ABG). The shallow architecture is a D-200 network with tanh activations, initialized so as to reproduce the LSA representation. The deep architecture is a D-1,000-1,000-200 network, with 2 dense hidden layers and tanh activations. It is initialized so as to reproduce the LSA representation on the last layer. This architecture is selected based on a previous study [37] . The weights are augmented with a noise initialized as in [38] with multiplicative factor 10 −3 . All architectures are implemented in Theano [39] and optimized using Adam [40] .
For Qapa and ABG, the word description is augmented with the posting time and geolocation attached to each job ad. For fairness, LSA-bl and LDA-bl use an enriched similarity accounting for this extra information: k) ) is the Euclidean distance between the geolocations (resp. the posting time) of the j-th and k-th job ads and the λ weights are selected by grid search to optimize the recall on the training set.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
This Section reports on the experimental validation of LAJAM. All reported computational times are obtained on 16 CPU cores (Intel Xeon E7 @ 2.20GHz). Table II reports the Recall@20 and Recall@100 on the CiteULike dataset in semi-cold start mode [8] . Surprisingly, CTR only slightly improves on LDA-bl; even more surprising is the fact that LSA-bl significantly dominates both LDA-bl and CTR.
A. Comparative assessment on CiteULike
A tentative interpretation for these facts goes as follows. Let Θ i denote the sum, over all documents selected by the i-th user, of their LDA representation. LDA-bl recommends to the i-th user the documents with LDA representation θ and highest dot product θ, Θ i . On the other hand, LSA-bl recommends to the i-th user the documents with LSA representation x and highest sum of cosine(x, x i ) where x i ranges over the LSA representation of the documents selected by the i-th user. With no loss of generality (regarding the LSA baseline recommendation) let us assume that all LSA representations have L 2 norm set to 1, and let Λ i denote the sum of the x i . The LSA baseline recommends to the i-th user the documents with LSA representation x and highest dot product x, Λ i . In both cases, a "center of attraction" for the i-th user is defined from the data (Θ i for LDA and Λ i for LSA) and the recommended documents are those nearest to this center in L 2 norm (using a dot product). An important difference, beyond how the representations are defined, is that the document representations lie on the L 1 unit hypersphere in the LDA case, and on the L 2 unit hypersphere in the LSA case. After the celebrated discussion about the comparative effects of L 2 vs L 1 regularization [41] , given a convex objective (here the distance to the center of attraction), the isolines thereof intersect an L 1 ball in a more sparse and more instable manner as for an L 2 ball. Said otherwise, small differences in the document representation have more impact in the LDA case than in the LSA case.
CTR improves on LDA-bl: it operates on the same search space and adjusts the "center of attraction" for the i-th user (replacing Θ i by u i ). Likewise, LAJAM with a shallow architecture improves on LSA-bl: it operates on the same search space and adjusts the metric (modifying the LSA vectors). With a deep architecture however, LAJAM is dominated by both shallow-LAJAM and LSA-bl (though it still improves on CTR in a statistically significant manner).
B. Warm-start recommendation on Qapa and ABG
As shown on Fig. 4 , shallow-LAJAM is dominated by the M-based recommendation in the beginning of the Recall curves (for p < 100) and it dominates the baselines for p > 100. The improvement concerns circa 20% of the applicants, for whom the relevant recommendations by LAJAM are in the top 1,000 (as opposed to, below the 10,000 rank for LSA-and M-based recommendation). by shallow-LAJAM, has been omitted for readability. The fact that M-based recommendation does not improve when p increases, and reaches a plateau with moderate performance suggests that a pure collaborative filtering approach is not appropriate to tackle the JAM problem. The computational time is ca. 7 hours (resp. 50 minutes) for shallow-LAJAM training and 4 minutes (resp. 12') for recommendation for all users for Qapa (resp. ABG). The training computational time of deep-LAJAM is twice that of shallow-LAJAM. Table III reports the performance of deep and shallow LAJAM on the Qapa and ABG databases, comparatively to LSA-bl. LDA-bl is omitted due to its lower performances 9 . Four settings are considered, where the job ad representation includes: i) the words only; ii) the words and the geolocation; iii) the words and the posting time; iv) the words, the geolocation and the posting time.
C. Semi cold-start recommendation on Qapa and ABG
A first remark regards the utmost importance of the geolocation on Qapa, and of the posting time for ABG. This confirms the difference of the low vs highly qualified job sectors and the importance of letting the system learn how to take these information into account. Specifically, on the Qapa data the geolocation information yields an improvement of circa 12% for LSA-bl and 4% for LAJAM. In the meanwhile, the geolocation information does not yield any extra performance on the ABG dataset; a tentative interpretation for this fact is that PhDs and post-docs are used to geographic mobility. On the other hand, the time information yields an improvement of circa 30% on the ABG data (spanning over 5 years) and makes little difference on the Qapa dataset (spanning over 3 months).
Note that LSA-bl benefits from a considerable advantage, exploiting the geolocation and posting time distances with optimal weights (Eq. (5)). In contrast, LAJAM learns from scratch how to best exploit the geolocation and time information, expressed via 3 features among 10,000+ ones (the word features). A more informed LAJAM initialization will be considered in further work for a fair comparison with LSA-bl.
A second remark is that deep-LAJAM is always dominated by shallow LAJAM: this is blamed on the lack of regularization for the deep architecture, already noted on the CiteULike problem.
For the word-only setting, shallow-LAJAM very significantly outperforms the baseline on Qapa: by 9% regarding the Recall@20 and 5% regarding the Recall@100.
On ABG, shallow-LAJAM is dominated by LSA-bl in the word-only setting for the Recall@20 performance indicator, and slightly though significantly dominates the baseline for the Recall@100 indicator. Shallow-LAJAM likewise dominates the baseline in the word+geolocation setting.
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The paper contribution focuses on the automatic matching of job ads and applicants, based on proprietary datasets illustrating both blue-collar and white-collar job markets. The proposed LAJAM approach succeeds in learning an ad hoc language model on the job ad space, accounting for the collaborative filtering metrics and flexibly exploiting extra information such as geolocations and posting times. The performances of LAJAM have been successfully assessed on the public CiteULike dataset, comparatively to CTR [8] and two baselines using content item-based recommendation on the top of an LSA (resp. an LDA) representation. A limitation of the approach is that deep-LAJAM currently lags behind shallow-LAJAM. On-going work is concerned with alleviating this limitation, through considering more data or regularizing the optimization objective.
A short-term perspective is to reconsider the training loss and the uniform sampling of the dissimilar job ad pairs. The current loss yields a contracting language model: if jobs i and j are similar, and j and k are similar (while i and k are dissimilar), the resulting language model tends to locate i and k close to each other by transitivity. In order to prevent the contraction of the language model space, one should enforce the selection of 2-step dissimilar job pairs (i, k) and push them away. In CiteULike, the job ads are structured as a small world of diameter 2.3; therefore most dissimilar job ad pairs are 2-step distant. Quite the contrary, in Qapa and ABG, job ads are structured as a small world with diameter circa respectively 6 for Qapa and 8 for ABG (section III): the uniform selection of the dissimilar job ad pairs thus is unlikely to select 2-step distant dissimilar job ad pairs, and to efficiently prevent the contraction of the language model space.
A long-term research perspective is to exploit LAJAM in "what if" reasoning mode, and to identify the skills that a user should most preferably acquire in order to maximize his job opportunities in a given context: in other words, to extend LAJAM from the recommendation of jobs, to the recommendation of professional training.
